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ROELMI HPC will celebrate the euphony behind our 
process and the resources we employ in our operations 
together with a gentle and unique activity for our 
ingredients, able to reach the ecosystem well-being 
for the planet harmony. “Empower your ecosystem” is 
the hymn for sustainability flagged ROELMI HPC. The 
company’s attitude to promptly reply to the increasing 
demand for distinctive, sustainable experiences and 
the beauty industry’s evolution guide, walking the 
sustainable path and innovation road. We committed 
to this development to allow the development of 
microbiome- and environmental-friendly compounds to 
reach any whole ecosystem well-being, from the skin to 
the planet harmony. 

MULTIPLE APPROACHES FOR A SPECIAL CARE OF 
SKIN MICROWORLD
ROELMI HPC, starting from its deep knowledge 
of biotech technologies, has developed different 
approaches to interact with localized microbiomes. 
First, by investigating specific interactions of probiotics 
for nutraceutical applications and second by exploring 
cutting-edge technologies for a new era of ingredients 
applications on microbiota.
As a step forward, ROELMI HPC moved to a different 
market, from nutraceutical to cosmetics, designing 
specific ingredients targeting the skin ecosystem. 

Biotech postbiotic as a guardian for skin microbiota
ÆCTIVE® is a biotechnological GMO-free metabolite 
from selected bacterial strain showing peculiar 
rebalancing activity against environmental stresses.  It 
has demonstrated the ability to re-establish the Eubiosis 
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MICROBIOME-FOCUSED INGREDIENTS FOR SKIN WELL-BEING

The cosmetic market is witnessing a real revolution regarding skin’s “micro” world. The care of living microorganisms populating 
the skin ecosystem, already in the cosmetic spotlight, seems to be the key for achieving long-term well-being and preventing the 
so-called “skin dysbiosis”.

among different populations of microorganisms, helping 
the skin in remaining healthy and recovery from acute 
stress. Independent from personal human microbiota 
composition, this innovative ingredient is able to be 
effective on whatever skin type, as its first target is the 
balancing of skin microenvironment and not the single 
microorganism species.  ÆCTive® is able to generally 
protect cell viability and improve cell metabolism 
during osmostress induction, activating cells in reacting 
to environmental stress. It is able to maintain the 
environment around cells in equilibrium against external 
stresses and it is able to balance the existing bacterial 
environment on the skin, so the ecosystem microbiota. It 
also counteracts the damage induced by skin Exposome, 
improving skin complexion and preventing all potential 
correlated skin disorders. It concurs to avoid dysbiosis 
and related skin distresses demonstrating a proved 
efficacy rate in improving hydration, elasticity and 
sebum control as a unique result of skin microbiota care 
(Figure 1).

Probiotic-derived ingredient for skin harmony
EquiBiotics® LRh is a probiotic-derived ingredient 
obtained from L. rhamnosus LRH020 specific strain, 
selected for its strain-specific activity focused on 
protection from skin pathogens and modulation of the 
natural immune responses. It is developed through 
innovative biotechnological processes that preserve its 
structural integrity and, at the same time, amplify its 
cosmetic sensorial properties. Thanks to its structure 
preserved, it is able to adopt cross-talk mechanisms 
with the skin ecosystem, favoring the skin’s natural 
defenses and a balanced skin microbiota. 
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The novel ingredient shows the ability in counteracting the 
damage caused by aggressive multifactorial agents.
Through a triple mechanism of action, EquiBiotics® LRh 
demonstrates a particular efficacy in helping to strengthen 
the natural skin defenses, in preventing the pathogens 
colonization and in providing a metabolic support to the 
physiological skin microbiota (Figure 2).
It is able to interact with the skin ecosystem, favoring the 
skin’s natural defenses preventing or restoring the natural 
harmony between skin barrier and its microbiota. The result is 
a strengthened skin barrier and a long-term healthy complexion. 

A sustainability-driven active for smiling skin
Ener-GY plus is a cell energy–inducing active ingredient 
designed to optimize mitochondrial activation. It is developed 
by enzymatic technology, where the best of scientific 
method and the best of nature richness are mobilized 
for extraordinary results and only upcycled biologically 
active solvents rich in fruit oligo-elements are involved, to 
respect Planet resources. Thanks to its specific efficacy in 
supporting mitochondrial biochemical pathways, Ener-GY 
plus provides positive conditions for metabolism and trophic 
cell processes. It concurs to increase the ATP amount in 
the cell system, by modulating positively and significantly 
the cell energizing activity. As a result, it performs an 
overall beneficial effect on skin ecosystem, decreasing the 
cellular senescence by promoting a high cellular vitality and 
responsiveness. Ener-GY plus prevents the signs of skin 
fatigue thanks to a promotion of a youthful complexion 
by improving skin elasticity, firmness, moisturization and 
radiance (Figure 3). 

Further evaluations confirmed that 
Ener-GY plus helps in maintaining 
the physiological balance in skin 
microbiota composition.

Their X-factor? Coming from only 
low impact technologies, those 
ingredients perfectly fit the growing 
interest in microbiome-friendly 
cosmetics.WATCH THE MOVIE

Figure 1. In-vitro study: human skin keratinocytes were treated with 
the cosmetic active at 2 concentrations for 48 hours and with LPS 
(Lipopolysaccharides) for the subsequent 24 hours. In all the conditions 
β-Defensin 1 (β-DF1) expression was measured by ELISA. The same 
evaluations were performed on untreated negative control condition 
(CTR-) and positive control condition (cells treated with only LPS, CTR+). 
The results were expressed as β –DF1 (pg/ml) and as variation vs CTRs.

Figure 2. In-vitro study: evaluation of the anti-infl ammatory activity in 
cell cultures (human keratinocytes), in presence of an infl ammation 
agent (SDS 0.05 mg/ml). The activity was measured by TNF-alpha 
dosage in the culture medium. The results are compared to the 
negative control (cells without any stress condition) and reported as 
% variation too. * p<0.05 vs CTR-, ° p<0.05 vs CTR+.

Figure 3. In-vivo study: placebo-controlled study carried out on 24 
female subjects, aged over 18 years old -28 days, to quantify skin 
elasticity (R9 parameter) after 14 and 28 days of products use. 
Material: Cutometer® MPA 580, Courage+Khazaka, electronic 
GmbH). Data is reported as % variation vs. T0.
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